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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             SPARK - Michelle Branch
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Krista
Email: leavethepieces@gmail.com

Tuning: Capo on 4th

Chords:

   Am  C   D*  D   G   Em
e|-0---0---0---2---3---0-|
B|-1---1---3---3---3---0-|
G|-2---0---0---2---0---0-|
D|-2---2---4---0---0---2-|
A|-0---3---5---x---2---2-|
E|-x---x---x---x---3---0-|

Verse riff:

   Am        C         G         D
e|-x-x-x-x---x-x-x-x---x-x-x-x---x-x-x-x-x-|
B|-1-1-0-1---0-0-0-0---0-0-0-0---3-3-3-3-3-|
G|-2-2-2-2---0-0-2-0---0-0-2-0---2-2-0-2-3-|
D|-2-2-2-2---2-2-2-2---0-0-0-0---0-0-0-0-0-|
A|-0-0-0-0---3-3-3-3---2-2-2-2---x-x-x-x-x-|
E|-x-x-x-x---x-x-x-x---3-3-3-3---x-x-x-x-x-|

Am              C               G           D
Must ve counted twenty thousand cold county lines
Am              C            G                D
Nothing here to get my weary soul through the night
Am       C        G             D
Hold me, hold me, put me back together baby
Am               C        G               D      Am
Show me that you want me, feels so good together

C             D*                  Em
 Every single fire started with a spark
               (Em)                            C
 We can feel it burn when we re dancing in the dark
                 D*                  Em
 Take me in your arms before I fall apart
             (Em)                      C
 Baby we re a fire that started with a spark
      D*    Em               C           D*    Em (let ring)
 Oh oh oh oh, started with a spark, oh oh oh oh



Am                    C               G              D
Must have dreamed you on this highway nine a billion times
Am                 C                 G       D
While I m counting miles of pavement left to sky
Am       C        G             D
Hold me, hold me, angels on the skyline
Am       C       G               D      Am
Bring me to you, bring us back together

C             D*                  Em
 Every single fire started with a spark
               (Em)                            C
 We can feel it burn when we re dancing in the dark
                 D*                  Em
 Take me in your arms before I fall apart
             (Em)                      C
 Baby we re a fire that started with a spark
      D*    Em               C           D*    Em
 Oh oh oh oh, started with a spark, oh oh oh oh

       Am             Em
And my head knows the world turns
       G              D*
But my heart wants to stop
          Am         Em
I ve been running in circles
      G           D*   Am
Now I know what I want

C             D*                  Em
 Every single fire started with a spark
               (Em)                            C
 We can feel it burn when we re dancing in the dark
                 D*                  Em
 Take me in your arms before I fall apart
             (Em)                      C
 Baby we re a fire that started with a spark

              D*                  Em
 Every single fire started with a spark
               (Em)                            C
 We can feel it burn when we re dancing in the dark
                 D*                  Em
 Take me in your arms before I fall apart
             (Em)                      C
 Baby we re a fire that started with a spark
      D*    Em               C           D*    Em (hold)
 Oh oh oh oh, started with a spark, oh oh oh oh
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